ERA-EDTA RESEARCH PROGRAMME GRANTED PROJECTS (year 2009)

The Call for proposals in date July 1, 2009 granted three out of the nine submitted Projects, below is the ranking and the assigned budget for each one of them:

1. **VITA-VASK**
   - Project submitted by: Prof. JÜRGEN FLOEGE
   - Requested budget: 1.800.810,00 EUR
   - Initially assigned budget: 1.800.810,00 EUR
   - Assigned budget as of today: **800.360,00 EUR**
   
   Due to some changes which occurred in the original Study protocol and the postponed start of the Study, during the 2015 pre Congress Council Meeting of London the ERA-EDTA Council and Prof. Floege agreed on a budget reduction. The ERA-EDTA funds the Study for 800.360,00 EUR.

2. **(4C) STUDY**
   - Project submitted by: Prof. FRANZ SCHAEFER
   - Requested budget: 668.000,00 EUR
   - Initially assigned budget: 668.000,00 EUR
   - Assigned budget as of today: **988,000.00 EUR**
   
   In 2013 Prof. Schaefer required an extension of this Study: as an exception, the ERA-EDTA Council decided (during its 2014 Spring Council Meeting) to extend the Study for 36 more months and assigned an additional 320,000.00 EUR to this Study. The total budget assigned to the Study is therefore 988,000.00 EUR.

3. **VALIGA**
   - Project submitted by: Prof. ROSANNA COPPO (on behalf of the ERA-EDTA IMMUNONEPHROLOGY Working Group)
   - Requested budget: 190.000,00 EUR
   - Assigned budget: **190.000,00 EUR**